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Abstract

Principais can influence instruction by working through the linkages

that gpvern-teacher bghavior. This paper focuses-on identifying theae

linkages, the ways in which they affect instruction, and how they are affected

by actions of the principal. We distinguish two kinds of linkages: bureau-.

cratic and cultural. We provide an explanation of both, giiring particular

attention to cultural linkages.

The contribution of the high school principal to the impro;lement,Of

instruction is complicated by the fact that high schools' are more loosely

linked than elementary schools.' Yet, past research has attended extensively'

tasbureaucratic ges without analyzing cultural linkages. It is argued

that the high "school principal has access to weak 1 nkages of both kinds.

The task for. the principal is to consistently employ the full range-of

linkage% through a multitude of major' and minor actions to generate f

common purpose and effect in the school.
ter
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'1USING BUREAUCRATIC AND CULTUK ;ES TO IMRPOVE'INSTRUCTION:

7- - THE HICHSCHOOL P. 'S CONTRIBUTION
...

.

A.
How do secondary principals e instructional work of their

schools? Remarkably little pttention, hate u.a given to this topic (Green-
.

field 1982). Generally, studies of administrators examine their attitudes

and traits with little attention to showing how those factors, or others,'

influence the outcomes of schooling (Bric2q 1982). A long.. tradition of

orgapizational research iuggeSts that schools are looSAy linked organize-

tions that provide limited means for principals 1:9 influence teachers' work

(Bidwell 1965; Weick 1976). However, recent research on effective

schooli auggests that in.soie,cases the princip 'al can Make an important
.

contribution ;;Instruction (see e.g., Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer,

and Weisenbacker 1979; Wellisch, MacQueen, Carriere, and DLck 1978).

The contradiCiions between these two bodies of research may be resolved .

by paying attentidh to' a, broader array of linkage. mechanisms in schools.
1 ,.* 1

Linkages are those mechanisms in schools that Coordinate phe )1ctivities

of people whowork.there.(Rostnbium and Louis 1981). This paper argues
"0" ".-
that principals can identify linkages to or among. teachers that are tight

or can be tightened a -use them to influence instruction. While agreeing

that high schools are sely linked organizations in fact more loosely ,

linked than elementary adlools -- it suggests that principals have a wider

range of, linkage mechanisms available to them thanilis been recognized in

the past. Theskinclude not only the more commonly recognized bureaucratic

linkages, but also a set of cultural linkages.

This paper briefly describes the concept of linkagcinschools and:
.

argues that previous studies have aitented too much to bureaucratic



linkages and too little to cultural ones. Next, the paper discusses how
.

bureaucratic and cultural linkages work and can be manipulated by secondary
6

principals. Burea ucratic linkage6 create orflimit opportunities for certain
0.

"h.kinds of action. They can be modified through formal decisions. Cultural

linkages, affect the way teachers (and students) think about their work. Such

linkages are changed by the principal's symbolic activity. Sometimes the

same principal activity, auch asthe allocation of funcs-torinstraction or

the design of the eXtracurriculum, can have implicati for'both bureaucratic' .

and cultural linkages.; We conclude bydrawing,implications for research and

currant practice.

Linkages in Elementary and Secondat Stools`

Wick. (1976) provides the fullest disicussion:of the concept of linkage
.

_

or coupling andjoffers a range of definitions of coupling or linage..

Generally, these concern the coordination of individuals in organizations

(Rosenblum and Louis 1981). In the simplest form, linkages are tight

when the activity of person A leads to some kind of activity by person B.

Here linkage connotes responsiveness. Such linkages come to pass through

communication, persuasion, the use of sanctions, or even the moveminton

an assembly line. They are.phort-term and directrIn other situations,

linkage may connote Predictability. That is, person A has considerable

assurance thit person B will behave An a certain way. Schedules,, rules,

nprmsi '(ialues,.and goals all promote this kind of linkage. While the

tightness of such linkages varies, they tend to be looser than the-first

kind. In this case the time between the action and the. linked response

ti



may be longer and the connection may be less direct, but the,shaping of

re e can last for a longer time.

ti

There is a general,consensus , that,in comparison to other organizations

schools are loosely- linked (Colan. 1970; 1976) . While there is

some ambiguityuabopt what the full range of. relevant li,ge mechanisms may
4

Pbe, most commentators focusdbn the .lack of strong bureaucratic ties,

especially through the weak formal hierarchy in schools (miles 1981). For

instance, Meyer and Rowan 1978) describe ho* Ahools are designed so the

instructional enterprise is decoupled from the formal structure. Bidwell
. ,

(1965) speaks of the aructural ldoseness of schools, meaning teat teachers

work autonomously, unobserved by superiors as well as colleagu They

are hidden-"behind the classroom door," as Goodlad and Klein (1970) put

it. Lortie-(1969) provides, an illuminating analysis of the zoning of

'control that gives teachers discretion over day-to-day, in-class instruc-
.

tional decisions and givea principals discretion over long-term decisions

affecting resource allocation and related matters.'

Bureaucratic-and Cultural Linkages

The challenge offered by Weick (1976) in -his discussion,of loose

coupling is :o identify the range of linkage mechaniais that-integrate and
-

coordihate activity in organizAions. That reqaes moving beyond just a

focus on bureaucratic linkage. This paper extends the notion of linkages

, by expanding the term to include cultural as well as bureaucratic linkages.

1
Some of these "related matters" may actually'be decided outside the school
altogether as, for instance, when curriCulum'and textbook decisions are
made in the district office.. For's disiussion of how principals cope with
districtinfluence,e, Morris, Crowson, Hurwitz, & POrter-Gehrie (1981).

3
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This section outlinesthe differences between these linkages: -Special

attention is given.tq cultUral, linkages because they have received less
"?

attentiou'in the past.
.

'/\)1".4

Bureaucratic linkages are the. formal!, endOring arrangements: within

an organiiation'that allow it to operate. These inblAie the roles, rules,

procedujes,and,authority relatibris that-Ranson, Hinings, and Greenwood
1./

0980) refer to as the "prescribed fraillOkork" of the orgaiization. The

purpose of these linkages, as expressed by'Webe (1947), is to control the

N,behliior of organizational members. Attention to the.prescribed framework
..

.
.

.

alo..4 however, offers a limited, static view of the organization which.

assumes that formal arrangeMents determine behavior (Turner 19.I7). This
, .

vieWsignorft a great deal of the activity in organizations that shapes how

individuals in the organization interact. The prescribed framework must, be

periodically renegotiated (Strauss 1979). This frequently'violated,
11.

sometimes for the orgapization's own good (Dalton 1959),.and it is

1..t.lntionally recreated on occasion through 'reorganizations that cannot be

undarBtood simply with reference to that.framework alone.(RanSon, Hinings,

and GreenwoodGreenwood 1980). .L

. .

The prescribed, framework is one means of cooraidating the activities

'of a school staff, but it shapes only. some of the behaviors of individuals.

While that framework is loost,. the activities of the school still continue

in a highly "patternediand regular way (Meyer'and Rowan 1978). The stability'

of activity patterns stems from the linkage mechanisms that shape-them. One

of the most important of .these linkages is the organization's culture.

c
o
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Culture refers to the subjective side of the rganization (Smircich

1983). More specifically, a 'culture is the syst- e m of publicly and collec-.

tiveltaccepted meanings for the activities of a group of people

1Pettisrew 1979).2 Analysis of an organizational culture will focus on

three areas: its content, which refers to the meanings that are shared; the

means of denoting the culture through _symbols, stories, and rituals; and .

the communication networks that allow for the negotiation of shared.,

characteristics that are most appropriately vfaed as bureaucratic lin-
,-

kages. There has been a recent growth in interest in the cultural side in

organizational studies (Smircich 1983). Culture can be an important

linkage mechanism. Deal and Kennedy (1982) speak of it as the glue that

holds Organizations together, but others note'that organizational

subcultures can create prbblems for internal coordination (Gregory 1983,-------

Riley 1983).

Because cultures often. arise naturally in organizations, they may not

. be considered one'of the linkage mechanisms at the disposal of managers

11`"

such as principals. However, one view of the manager' ) leadership respon-

sibility is that.the main task is/to-create coherence between the orgini-
,1

. . . / . .2
Culture has been used in-a number of ways in organizationaltional studies.
Smircich (1983) diatinguishesibetween uses of the concept A a variable and
as a:root metaphor,. The first approach views the organization is .a system

;

and culture as simply a part of the organization or,kts environment. Thi
approach is easiest to reconcile with existing organizational researcE n
the seLJnd approach, culture replacesisystem.as the guiding metaphor, and
organizations/are.viewed as expressive forms rather than in economic or \

material terms. This second approach has a number of varianp3reflecting \
different; 'conceptions of culture in anthropOlogi.\\While it is closer in
some ways to the major traditions of the study of culture, the second
apprbach is more difficult to incorporate with existing organizationS1
research. By treating'culture as an internal characteristic of the
organization, we are more closely allied'with the first approach:

8



zailo akic purposes and its rail ure (Selznick. 1957). 'Relying heavily
.

on the .more recent business licter ure(Deal and Kennedy 1982; Peters and

Waterman, 1982), we argue'fhat strong cultures with appropriate content-can

promote school effectiveness andthat principals canagttribute to the

meanings.

AsThere have been a few studies of the cultures of high schools (eyg.,

Gptdcri, 1957;.Cusick. 1.973), but these have attended more to the subculture

Of students than that of staff. Yet, there seems to be consensus that a

number of school charadteristics make it difficult to create strong

profesSional subcultures in these organizations. First, observers farree

that the basic purposes of schools are. ambiguous and poorly specified

(Miles, 1981) Schools also suffer from an overload of purposes that are
V,

difficult to prioritize (Boyd. 1978). Thus it is difficult to develop a

culture with strong beliefs about what should be accomplished in schools.

Second, teachers aredisolated, not only from administrators, but also from

each ether (Dreeben 19?3). They get most of their work satisfaction from--"

students rather than peers (portie 1975). For that reason, it is dif
'

ficult for teachers to develop a strong, binding culture of any kind; there

'ip too little interaction for strong shared'beliefs to develop. These

obiervations suggest that cultural linkages, like bureaucratic ones, will

be weak'in schoois. However, they do not tell us how much variation there

is among schools in cultural linkages or the extent to which the content

and cohesiVenfess of a school's culture be influenced by the principal.

Before turning to these issues we offer an empirical assessment of how.
ess.. .

secondary schools differ from elementary schools. Then we turn to a
4

discussion of the role of the principal in secondary schools.



A Survey of School Linkages

Most of the arguments that schools are-loosely linked are general ones

that implicitly compare schools ekther to other kinds of organiiations Or

tora poorly defined ideal of.how organizational Linkages should work. The

empirical studie'that provide the basis for this depiction and for the

argument that tighter linkages promote more effective instruction have been

conducted primarily aE the elementary level. These include studies of

teaching (Lortie 1969), of schools as organizations (Meyer et al. 1978),

and of effective schools (Brookover et al., 1979). Even the few studies

conducted specifically of high schools (e.g., Abramowitz and Tenenbaum 1978)

provide little basis for, determining whether high Fchools are more or less .

loobely linked than elementary schools or for identifying reasons for such

differences.

To clarify differences in linkagesbetween levels, we carried out our
4

own. rese co paring schools at\the elementary and secondary level

(Eirestone'and Herriott 1982a, 1982b; Herriott and Firestone 1983; Fire -.

stone, Herriott and Wilson 1983). In our exploratiolvf the differences
0

between different school levels (Firestone, Herriott, and Wilson 1983), we

explored the possibility that elementary and secondary. schools might show

different mixes of bureaucratic and cultural linkage. Our data come from a

survey conducted in 111 schools - -59 elementary and 52 secondary -7 in Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey. Teachers were asked to serve as informants about

conditions in their-schools, and almost all of- them (85%) responded.

Generally, our results indicate that secondary schools are more

loosely linked both bureaucratically and culturallythanare elementary

10



schools. We examined three bureaucratic linkages. The first was the

centralization of influence over instructional decisions. The second was
4

principal control over broad dedisions related to school program and

stiffing patterns, and the third looked at the extent to which rules

governing teachetlibehavior were enforced. There is substantially less

centralization of influence over instructional decisions in secondary,.

schools (Table 1), but differences in other areas are not significant.

Thus, in the area that is crucial for those who believe schools are loosely

coupled,' linkages are even looser in the upper grades; but otherwise

differencp are small.

j.

'Two aspects of cultural linkages were explored. The first, a measure

of agreement op Coale for student development, examined the extent to which

the meanings or purposes of the school.were shared. The second was the

extent'of staff comfaunication. For meanings to coordinate behavior, there

has to be an ongoing stream of communications among members of a school so

meanings And values can be shared. Thus, communication' supports'a strong
#

6

culture. We also looked at two diredtions for linkages: vertical linkages

between teachers and adminibtrators, and horizontal linkages among teachers..

Generally, cultural linkages were weaker in high schools (Table 1). This was

espealially true eoi goal consensus among teachers and to a lesser extent

between teachers and the principal. Differences in communication patterns

were significant but smaller.

The implication of these findings is that high schools are even more

loosely coupled than elementary schools. Principals have little oppor-
.

tunity to influence teachers En- even to communicate with them, and high

school teachers do no talk a great deal about their craft among

s-4



Table 1
Mean Differences-Between Elementary and Secondary School

F

on Selected Characteristics

Variables

NI

Bureaucratic Linkage

)(I

a. Centralization of
influence. instruction

b. CentralizaaOh,of
influence, program

c. Rule enforcement

Cultural Linkage

s. 'Goal consensus among
teachers

b.. Goal consensus between
teachers and principals

. Horizontal corariunicatiOn

Vertical communicat4on

Elementary
Mean

Secondary.
Mean

Significant
Differcnie

-r

0.64 -0.73 Yes

0.12. -0.1i3 No

0.16 -0.18 No

0.80 -0.91 Yes

0.5; Yes
I .

. -'6.12 -0.24 Yes

0.26 . -0.29 Yes

.9

-12
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themaelves. Moreover,, there is especially limited agreement in high

school about whit shOuld be taught. Thus, the responsibility for teaching

in high schools rests with t hers, not.collectively,hutsingly. Each

teacher, in es' ential isolation, seems

how to manage its or her students, how
1.

-to make the Major deeisions about

to presenymaterial, and sometimes

what to teach. The principal's task is to influence how teachers make those
1

decisions, and thismus -done in spite of quite weak linkages.

Linkages,'.Instrucin, and the Principal

he relationships hetween linkages anOinstruction work ina varietyw,

of ways. 'Generally, bureaucratic linkages eatablish constraints and
49

opportunities on how teachers teach: Cultural linkages shape what teachers
. ,

want to do or how they take advantage of those constraints. Both make

teacher behavior more-predictable, and shared wants facilitate joint-

action. Such linkag6 cap-a o have more direct effects onvhat students

learn. The following\sectionsexamine ho

instruction.and. how each can be manipulated. Principe

difficulty because thesame action.tan affect bureaucratic At cultural

linkages differently. The third section illustrates this point.'

h kind otiinkege relates to

faCe a further

Bureaucratic Linkages

The iost common.way"in which principals are thought to impact instrue-

tion.is by the bureaucratic device of close supervision and'evaluation of /

teachers' activities. This is conceived as the primary means of control.

Much'of the effective schools literature has added renewed interest in the

- belief that supervision, is the secret to effective leadership. This

perspective has a strong normative orientation. .That is, there is a belief



C-
that principals ought.to be doing .lots of supervision.. Moreover,

-..supervision is an attractive mechanism for control because it seems so

direct: one person helps or directs another person to do something.

Yet, there are a number of flaws with the argument that supervision is ,

the backbone to instruerional improvement. First, for supervision to be

effective, it has to be done frequently (Dornbusch and Scott 1975). The old

adage "more.is better" applies here. However, there is ample evidence,

- 4ndicatirg that supervision is not a frequent activity (Morris et al..

1981, Newberg and Glatthorn 1983). This problem is even more acute in

secondary schools where content spesialization means that principals may

not have the expertise to adequately evaluate performance and where their

authority to do so is often qUestioned. Second, there are few incentives

A
for principals to do more than pay lip service to the process of super-

vision. With the exception of a few school sysk:ems that have operated on a

merit-pay system for many years (Natriello and Cohn 1983), we have found

ittle evidence of negative' sanctions or positive rewards for prindipals to

either ignore or make supervision a top priority. Third, although'most of

the literature on educational administration pays homage to the importance

of supervision, most principals have had little experience in working with

constructive supervision programs. Finally, as Natriello and Dornbusch

(1980-81) p6int out, for supervision to be effective recommendations in an

evaluation I\ave to be followed 46. It is not enough to point to

weaknesses. That just sncourages insecurity and resentment. In addition,

resources need to be comitted to follow-through activities so weaknegses

can be overcome.

11
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All the above arguments add %evidence .to.

2

(1981).contention

14
4 s /

that supervision is not_the'crucial bureaucra C linkage in schools. Yet
,.

.other forms of bureaucratic linkage are posSible. Perhaps the'most impor
. ..._

,.
.

., .

.

4.._-'tent of thiSe comes through the indirect control of individuali',

activities. To understand this kind of linkage, it is imigortantto

nize that the way work is designed will affect how people interact with

each other and their attitudes towards their work., For-instance, Bossert

(1979) has shown' that the way students choose their friends in class will

depend in part on the teacher's prediliction forstressing'competitive or

noncompetitive instructional activities. Similarly, Cohen (1973) argues

that openspace classrooms provide an outlet for ambitious teachers'. They

do so by providing opportunities for teachers'to observe each other at work

So the_better teachers can gain the esteem of their-peers if.they perform

.
.'well..

Thus, how instruction is ca tied out will depend'in,part on the way
. r

that work is formally structured '. Bossert and his colleagues (1982)

identify three, dimensions of the instructional setting that the principal'

can manipulate through authority of office. These dimensions, and others

like them,.appear to be crucial bureaucratic linkages througg which the

principal can influence instruction. Thede linkages are tighter atithe

elementary level, however. 'Highsschoo principals share decisions over

some of these areas with assistant prin ipals and department heads.' They

are:

12



time: including daily and annual schedules that control
instructional time, the times when tests aie given that
control student-progress, the times when students are pulled
out of class for special cliSes or assemblies, and the
amount of time devoted to paperwork and other housekeeping
activities that reduce instructional time.

There are important organizational constraints on the amount of time

spent. by students on acadeMic tasks, and in many cases the principal is a

key actor in controlling these constraints. By buffering classrooms from

external interruptions and manipulating_ internal activities to maximize

instructional time, principals can have a powerful impact.

class size and vompOsition: including the number of chil-
dren in a particular room and the mix of gender, ages,
behavior problems and the like.

The kinds and numbers of students that a teacher faces has an impor-

tant effect on the way that classroom Instruction is delivered which in

turn has an impact on learning (Filby let al. 1980).

grouping: nCluding the arrangement of.teachers as well as
students.

Students can be grouped by gal= y levels or curriculVm track atas well

as being assigned to special n programs. These student

arrangements have an impact o achievement (Beckerman and Good 1981;
,

Bossert '1978). -In addition cipals have some control over how teachers

are grouped --by.departments, grade-level teams, or as autonomous

individuals--which further affee,t students' 4earning experiences.

'In addition to these three factors we offer two more:

4

resources: these resources may. include money, new instruc-
tional materials, and easy access to building facil.ties.

c

'13
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:Principals usually have some. discretionary fundt at their dispoial and
---

through its judicious distribution can gieatly enhance innovative instruc-

tional activities Materialsvinclud1ng such mundane things as paper and

pencils or more substantial ,items like'books.and computer software; also
.

contribute. to learning activities. While many orthese things are present

' in a school, ignorande and inconvenience prevent many .teachers from taking

full advantage of them, Through communication and coordination efforts a

principal can create more opportunities for utilizing the full potential O&
--

these resources. / t.

knowledge and skills: an important neglected resource is
the human one. This includes knowledge already within the
system as well 'as external knowledge.

The possession of untapped skills among teachers as well as their

i,otential for learning new ones affects student learning. Principals can en-

courage the use of previously.unused or underutilized skills within a

classpom as well it'networking these skills among classroowteachersv Jhe

principal can also encourage teachers to seek new knowledge and facilitate

that activity by recommending training sessions, providing resources for

attendance, and organizing substitute teachers.

Cultural Linkages

While bureaucratic linkages work through the "organixation's pre-

scribed framework" to provide or limit opportunities to act in certain

ways, cultural. linkages work directly on the consciousness of organiza-

tional actors to influence how they think about what they do. Cultural

linkages affect at least two aspects of thoughi. The first is the

14



individual's definitions of the task. The school's organizational culture

--=- :provides answers -to such questiogg'1771ER does it mean to teach? What

should be accomplished by. teaching? What techniques or approaChes are

available? What are the children like who are beingtaught?

The second is the indi'vidual's commitment to the task. 'Commitment refers

to the individual's willingness to devote energy and loyalty to the

organization and the attachteht of that personto the organization.. It

includes a willingness to keep working in the school (continuance

coMmitment), emilonal bonds to the school (cohesion commitment and a

willingness to follow the rules and norms governing behavior, also called '
e

control commitment (Kanter 1968).

Specification of task definitions is important because in education,

as in many people-p ocessing fields, there are few clear answers to the

questions of what s to be done or. how it should be. accOmplished (PerroJ

1965). M Brookover and his colleagues (1979) find that teachers'

expectatio their. students have direct effects on what the; learn.

is an issue because education is viewed as a low-commitment

occupation (Lortie4 1975)/where people often have strong conflicting

attachments to family or other jobs. 'Pit problem of other jobs is

especially difficult at the secondary level (Cusick 1981).. Often, the

improvement of instruction requires not just a different -kind of'effort,-
/

. (
but more of it as well.

4

A focus on cultural linkages raises three kinds of questions. First,

hlnat is,the content of the culture that promotes successful instruction?

That is, what kinds of task definitions and commitments -are-desirable?

e.

Second, i1ow is that culture denoted? What forms, symbols, or stories carry

15
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the desired content? Finally, how and to what extent can the principal

T-----influence the school's culture?

Cultural content. One can derive the appropriate culture for success-.

ful instruction from a number of sources: One is to look at the culture of

successful Institutions. There have been few if any attempts to study

effective high schools £rom this perspective, but studies in other situa-
.

tiOns provide some suggestions about what eight befound. For instance,

Berman and McLaughlin (1979) found that a set of especially innovative

school districts had culturei with the following characteriaxics:

an emphasis on diversity in services delivered,

%
the primacy of improved educational service over."bureaucratic or
political" concerns, 11

open boundaries to the. environment which allowed for learning
about new approaches and new resources, and

norms of mutual trust and enc9Oragement for risk taking.
. .

'The most noted evidence for the idea that certain kinds of organiza

tional cultures promote improved performance currently comes from the .

busines literature. Two books.explore this idea at length. Deal and

.Kennedy (1982) argue that it is a strong culture that separates high

performance companies from those that'do not do as well in any market

sector. Peters and Waterman (1982) conclude thai'those cultures

include the following':

a biai for action by trying things rather than elaborate'
`,planning,

'norms encouraging the employee tostay close to customers and try
'out new ideas on them,

a respect for individual autonomy and entrepreneurship combined
with a belief that productivity comes through people,

16
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strong definitions of what the company stands for and the kinds
of products with which it deals, and

. ,

a commitment to developing high-quality products.

There is a significant-amount of overlap between the kinds of cultures

identified by Paters and Waterman (1982) andBerman and McLaughlin (1979).

Both emphasize a commitment to qualitx.service, a willingness to take
A.

Crisks, a setting where individuals can experiment and take'initiativev and

close ties to(the outside world,which is a source -of -AdiiSwell as

political and financial support1It-se-ms prObable ;hat a study of excel-

lent high schools might find that. similar values are stressed.

The study of successful institutions in other spheres helps address

the problem of commitment and that part oethe task definition issue

related to how people should relate to each other. It does not address the

more central question of task definition,-however, which is how the craft of
1 % ',

t
effective teaching should be defined. Advances in this areA can be made

by synthesizing' the existing research on teaching and deriving from it some
,

.. , ,

themes that one might hope to find in the professional culture of high

schools (for one such synthesis,. see Squires, Huitt, and Segars 1983).

Cultural denotation. The study of cultures frequently separates -the

,contents of a cultuie--what is valued or how tasks axe defined--from its

expressions (Barley 1983). The latter refer-to the Ways-those contents

are communicated to members of the organization. Typically, the major

themes in a culture are expressed redundantly through a variety of symbol

systems (Barley 1983). In=fact the repetitions of a theme is what'con-
. -

lances the analyst of its imporrance. The analysis of symbols is a complex

task because-effective symbols are inherently ambiguous. The power of

17
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symbols.comettfrom the way they combine particularistic elements of the

specif4c situation with.omOre universalistic issues or concerns of.human
\

kind. Moreover, the relationship among these particularistic and

universalistic elements may shift with the situation, and the most powerful

symbols may combine a'number of such elements (Cohen 1979).

Studies of Organizational cultilres emphasize two scMbol systems for

communicating the,\contents of a culture. These are stories and icons mr
,

rituals. Stories include myths and legends as well as true events. The

true event takes on much of its meaning as it is interpreted in the

telling. Usually stories have to do with indivAduals and are interpreted

to indicate positively of negatively valued traits in the likely

consequences of cert in actions (Martin, Feldman,,Hutch, and Sitkip,

1983). Deal and Kenn dy (1982) emphasize that stories are often'about,

heroes,'llut the definition of a heft) may vary. Sometimes the_hpro is a

.1
r. ,

. nowmythical figure like the founder of a company (Thomas Watson of IBM)

+erlhe person who gives a'school a new mission (Arthur Morgan of Antioch

College). At other times it is a representative of "the common worker,"

-like the assembly line worker who made the company president put on safety.

glasses Ville touring her area. Stories have,been collected in both business

.

and higher education settings, but not to the same ext0in,high schools.

It would be useful to find out whether such storirr exist among high school

staffs (and students),,and, if so, what they are about.

Icons and rituals are a second means for communicating culture. Icons

are the physical manifestations (logos, mottoes, and trophies) of

ceremonial activities (rituals). Barley ,(1983) has shown how the culture

of undertakers can be constructed from an examination of the symbolic value

18
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of such artifacts and activities as the decor of funeral patlors, the way

the face of the corpse is arranged, and even the way removals from the home.

are handled. It seems likely that a great deal can be learned about high
,

schools through similar analises of assemblies, teachers' meetings,.

community func6ons, report cards, awards' and trophies*.lesson plans, and

the fatt.shing of clasprooms and work spaces, among-other things.
:16-

Ild'aUltion to symbol systems, the study of cultures must examine

communications patterns. Stories and symbols cannot carry their meaning

unless there is an ongoing flow of communications among organizational

sember3. The amount of internal communications probably varies among

different types of organizations. While oppdrtunities to share are limited,

in education, it may still beAseful to look at vari4tion in communications

among schools or to explore the way that networks work. In business, Deal

and Kenned (1982) have identified special roles that facilitate internal

communicat ons. These include prieits, whispereisi gossips, and

iecretar al sources among others. Similar specialized roles may also exist

in highs schools4and serve important functions that are as yet

undiscovered.

Principal influence. The third, question about cultural:linkages is
t

bow can they be influenced by the principal. The new management literature

on organizational cultures is rather optimistic about the ability of

managers to shape cultures (Deal and Kennedy 1982; Peters and Waterman 1982).

However, earlier studies took a natural systems perspective which assumed

that an organization's culture developed incrementally and largely outside

the conscious control of any group in the organization (Gouldner. 1959).
1

Until there have been more studies of the professional cultures o schools,
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we need.to withhold judgment about how susceptible they are to administra-

tive influence. -Nonetheless; we can suggest a number of-hypotheses about

how principals could influence the culture of- theirschools th t reflect
. ,

the different ways that organizational,cultures ore denoted sym olically

and coimunicated interpersonally.

First, principals can manage the flow Of stories and. other information

. in their schools. Metz. (1978) describei a principal who actively shaped
. .

thecultu're of'his school in the mid-1960s by controlling the circulatiOn'

of stories. 'During a time in thecommunity where many people'defined the
. .

frequent disruptive events in.all schools in the'district as part of a

.collective.actioh that reflected injustice .in the larger society, this
.

.

principal tried to maintain the view that. discipline problems were rare and

"limited to individual outbursts that teachers could handle With patience

and Skills. He frequently told stories such as the follOwing'that reinforced

his own view:

I saw this done beautifully in a classroom with the kids. "I ain't
going to study today, 'cause I don't feel like it." And the teacher
just grinned at him. And she said, "Well, I'm going-to give you a,
book just in case you change your mind." In five minutes he was
studying(Metz 1978:'195 -96).

This spreading of stories that reinforces a preferred culture is character-

istic of the culture-shaping activity that managers are exhorted.to-adopt

(see, e.g. Deal and Kennedy 1982), However,,this principal went bkyond the

promulgation of reinforcing. stories and actively suppressed viewpoints

different from the one he projected./ For instance, he,limiteddiscusSion

at faculty meetings and was able to minimize knowledge Of black- -students'

collective walkout of an after-school dame. In other instances,'the

principal may influence the spread of stories by adjusting ichedules.and
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physical spaces in ways that facilitate or inhibit communications .among

teachers, Thus: the principal may t position to both initiate anti

reduce the spread of certain scorieL

Second, the principal can crf and manipulate symbols.and rituals.

These'might-include adademic pep ..ssemblieasor.symbolic rewards for

especially effective teachers. ,In some cases, the principal may actually

become a symbol. Consider a description of a nrinciial'in. an all-black

4
school in Atlanta , This ghetto sehoOl Was considered one of the worst in

.

the system anti' the new principal turned things around. Through his own

jeportient, he came to symbolize a new assertive order that took education

.

more seriously and requited an orderly atmosphere for instruction:

He dominated the school. Hogand (the principal) is a man of great
energy. He moves about the.caipus in perpetual motion, looking severe
and determined, allpys carrying his walkie-talkie. Hogans,does not
want to be out of touch with any part of his sphere...His requests
sound like commands. There is an immediacy about him, and
unwillingness. to wait. or.be held back (Lightf8ot 1981, p. 20).

Moreover, by being a black person who had come up from the ghetto through

'education, he became a symbol to his own students of what was possible

with hard work.

Third, the principal can be an active communicator of the culture.

Principals typically communicate a great deal with their staffs. A recent

set of time-and-motion studiesof principals indicate that they spend a

phenomenal amount of time in unscheduled, impromptu conversations with°

teachers and students (see, e.g. Martin and Willower 1984 Kmetz &

Willower .1982). The sheer. frequency of interaction suggests that principals

do practice what Peters and Waterman (1982) admiringly call "management by

' wandering around." Yet, these studies tell us very little aboUt what is

21
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discussed. We need more research like Gronn's (1983) that examines the

content and sequence of the frequent, disconnected conversations of princi-

pals to see how they are used to influence events and accomplish,

administrative work. Existing research suggests that for the principal to

shape a school's culture, considerable consistency must.bemaintained

across hundreds-of interactions. Consider Metz's summary of the work o5

the first principal described above:

'Mt. Brandt'S style of running the.school...made it hard to defe. It
resembled an impreslioniSt painting. Seen from up cloAe,where the
faculty and students were,' his style had ,a soft, diffdse, blurred
appearance. But seen from the distance perspective of comparison with
(another school) it was sharp, clear, and vivid.. Like an
impressionist painting too, it was made up'of a myriadof little
touches, each_ seemingly meaningless, but taken together forming, a
sharp image. .(1978, p. 190)

) r
She goes on to describe how this principal pays lip 4ervice to almost every

educational philosophy imaginable while constantly retining to-his own.

v. -preferred solution to the problem of order. He gains the.effect he eesires
4

by constantly coming back. to his main theme without crystallizing opposi-

tion to it.
44

.Finally, we suggest that principals must hive .high energy:levels and
0

considerable self-consdiousness to influence the cultures of their schools.

Principals do spend long hours at their work "(Wolcott,. 1973). However:

case studies principals who seem to shape their schools' culture's

suggest thit a great ddal of time, energy', and initiative may be required.

In fact, it may be that t> jA work cannot be done by one person alone. The,

study of Hogans, the Atlanta principal, indicate's that,he is supported by ,a

"kitchen cabinet" consisting of a vice - principal, a. department head, and

the school'.s registrar (Lightfoot% 1981). This same phenomenon has been
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seen inure more effective maddleschools in Philadelphia (Newberg and

Glatthdn 1983). Still, high energy and help are not enough.; As Metz's

caseqddics, the principal must be able to subtly work into interactions
. -

with others-the.major themesthat are deemed importint.

Simultaneous tffects of Principal Action
iv

Although bureaucratic and cultural linkages in a 'school are concep7.

.. .

tUally distintt, the actions of a principal deSigned to influence'orne-kind

of linkage may influence both. This can work for the principal if effects

.onboth-linkages are iomplementaryT-hutill be counterproductive if

those effects are contradictOry. A few eXampl& will illustrate this

Issue. COnsider first-the problem of ability grouping.in the classrool.

Grouping is essentially a hureaucratie control on instructjonal practice,

Grouping to minimize variation in ability allows classes with faster

students to move more quickly throu0 the curriculum and get to enrichMent

material or address more complex topics. Classes with loss intelligent

students proceed more slowly and cover'material more intensively until the

L.!

material is learned. Thus, from a pure management perspective, there seems

to be some advantage to ability grouping (Calfee and'Brown'19.79). 'On the

other hand, ability grouping also labels students and creates diffe tial

expectations for what they will learn. To the extentthat. teacher expects
.

tions (a part of the school culture) really do affect what students learn

(Brookover et al., 1979), ability grouping.will seriously impair the

education of less.intelligent students.
.

School discipline policy is' another area that can have differential

effects-through bureaucratic andculturul linkages. Any discipline policy

23 -*
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thateffectively maintains order in a school will increase time for

instruCtion'and therefore improve. oppo'rtunities for effective instruction.

through a bure'aucratic linkage. However, if this discipline is accompanied

by what,Metz (1978) calls an incorporative view of education that perceives

the child as an empty vessel'Who must be taught a curriculum defined by adults

and to follow rules established by adult authority, opportunities for

higher order cognitive thinking and more advanced social development will

be limited. Metz (1978) argues that if discipline is grounded in a more

developmental view'of education that views` students as more actively involved

in the learning process, more opportunities for advanced learning will take

place. At the most authoritarian extreme, excessive emphasis on discipline andt
order can actually create a culture that impairs learning. In this case

the same efforts to work through bureaucratic linkages can have very
4

different impacts depending on what meaning is imposed on them by partici-

pants.

Manipulation of bureaucratic linkages can also reinforce cultural

content. -Res3urce allocation is the best example of this possibility.

Allocption of discretionary funds in a school in a manner that is fair and

provides extensive support to instruction can promote epmmitment among

teachers and signal that instructional priorities are more important than

other concerns in the school such as. the extracurriculum. As these

examples indicate, an important task for both the researcher and the school

administrator is to ensure that bureaucratic and cultural linkages are.

mutually reinforcing.
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The Problems of Working. Through Linkages

The principal can shape both:the bureaucratic and the cultural

linkages in a school; sometimes the same action does both.' However, none

of these linkages alone is a powerful means for influencing instruction.

. The principal's contribution comes. through. the orchestration of a variety

of actions working through 41ange of linkages to have.a consistent icnpact

oh what is taught and how. Why this is so becomes apparent When one

considers the separate effects of a.principal's effoits to use each linkage

.mechanism as a means.of improving instruction.

The difficulty with employing bureaucratic linkages is that the

principal's opportunities to exert influence are constrained. We have

already suggested that limits to the principal's authority reduce the

utility of supervision as a strategy. There are also two major constraints

to the use of ecological controls to shape teachers' opportunities to

teach, First, principals' options are severely constrained by external

policies. The major design decisions about the high school program have

been in place since early in this century and are codified in state law or

board policy (Cohen and

some say et the margins

periods or seven (Boyer

whether there will be a

Neufeld 19811 Cuban 1982). The principal may.have

of the program over whether the. school day has six

1983). However, more basic decisions about.

counseling department, a sports program, or a

social studies department are already decided,' Similarly, recruitment_ and

selection decisions are often constrained by district policies, discipli-.

nary actions,.by court decisions, and the distribution of discretionary
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resources by the fact that these resources are quite small when co4ared to

the overall budget of the school, most of which is committed to personnel,

Second, even when a decision is to be made, the principal rarely makes

it alone. There is substantial agreement that the prineipal's role is

highly interactive, requiring discussions with teachers, district office

staff, and, in high schools department heads (Greenfield 1982). The

nature of this interaction is not so clear, however; some people stress the

reactive nature of the principal's role (Wolcott 1973) and others the

proactive (Edmonds, 1979). In any case, major decisions are often

delegated, made-bY committees, or guided by formulae in wayS that limit the

principal's discretion to shape teaching conditions,

What increases opportunities for the principal to shape the bureau-

cratic linkages governing teachers is the ambiguity surrounding both that

role and the organization of the schoOl (Creenfiel4 1982). High schools

in particular are the target for a growingbody of policy delineating what

work should be done (Boyer 1983). The resulting policies need. to be

interpreted and are sometimes contradictory. By serving as the interpreter

of policy, the principal gains authority to shape instruction (Crowson and

Porter-Gehrie. 1980). For instance, one principal used a little known

state law to buttress a decision on pledge of allegiance ceremonies when

'district policies were going against him. He even sought support from the

loCal district attorney when his interpretation was challenged (Metz

1978).

The use of.cultural linkages to shape'instructiOn depends on another

kind of ambiguity- -the ambiguity gove,-ning the principal- teacher relation-

McPherson points to the real,anvivalence that teachers have for
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principals. It is as if they say "Leave we alone. Don't interferifin my

classroom. Don't tell me how to teach. Protect me from all who challenge

,me. Support my decisions. And show you care about and appreciate me"

(McPherson 1979, p. 241). Teachers look to their principal, for certain
,

kinds of. support. They want to know that the principal will maintain an

orderly climate in the school and back them when they have discipline

problems. Too, they want protection from parents and community groups who

challenge-their decisions. Finally, they look to the principal for moral

support, for a word of praise after spending almost all their working day

with no adult contact. At the same time, they want autonomy to teach the

way they want and often what they want (Cusick 1981). Usually, they do

not see that their wants may xequire some sort of traderoff. They want it

all.

This ambiguity stems from three characteristics of teaching t

(McPherson 1979). First, neither criteria for success nor means of

achieiring_it are clear. Even when the results come out right, teachers

find it hard to know if they can take credit. This ambiguity leads to 'the

second problemvulnerability. Teachers-axe_sensitive to infringements

placed on their authority and autonomy by both the public afid-students..

Finally, teaching is a lonely occupation with little chance to talkabout

one's work with others who can appreciate what has.been done.

These conditions give. teachers a great stake in viewing the principal

as a powerfdl, wise individual whose praise is meaningful and protedtion is

sure. The principal is in the right place to become-a reference poit and

to' establish norms because he or she is close,.has relevant expertise, and

is in a position of authority. As a result, teachers invest a good deal of
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emotionin their view of the principal; the office is a syibolic one that

can be used to manipulate the stories and rituals, that interpret teacher's

Work. On the other hand, when the principal cannot meet teachers stan- ,

dards, when things go wrong that no one can control, there is a strong

tendency to make the principal a scapegoat (McPherson, 1979). However,

this, too, is' a cultural process, one that can victimize the principal rather

than being used to advantage.

Alt36Ugh, principals are well placed to affelt the school's culture, it
t

Is not clear how well that culture can influence instruction. One observer

of principals suggests that when a principal "turns a school around," the

change is usually perceived in the student climate pnd thedificipline situation

(McAndrew. 1981). In the study of the effective high school in Atlanta

mentioned above, the-observers noted that while the climate of the achoOl.

'and motivation of'students and staff hadc,iMproved, instruction had not

(Lightfoot 1981). However, it is also clear that the principal did not

place a htgb priority on trying to shape instructiona3 practice. This lack

_of attention to instruction seems to be typical. In many schools

principals seep overly ready to leave instruction to teachers and not t

try to shape thinking about what should be taught'and how. Thus, even

though results have been less tjan impressive in the; past, it seems likely

that the potential for influence is there, but unrealized.

-In sum, thaconcluSion of this analysis is not that emphasis on-any

one kind of linkage will rroiride a magic wand to give the principal great

influence over the high school's instructional program. Rather, the

implicationAs thatt'the principal has a- number of weak means of control or

coordination available.' These are employed through countless interactions
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with teachers over the course of the school day and year (Martin and .

Willower. 1:51). A few interactions result in strategic decisions

affecting major time and resource allocations (bureaucratic linkages) or

the school's cultute, but most are quite minor: These interactions can

become so numerous that the.principal is more reactive than proactive. ,Thd

principal's task is to develOp a clear vision of the purposes of the high

school that gives primacy to instruction and to carry it through consis-

tently during those countlele interactions. By doing so, the principal

uses bureaucratic linkages to create opportunities for teachers to follow

that vision and minimizes chances to operate in different ways. At the

same time, the principal uses cultural linkages to communicate that vision

so that, to a greater or lesser extent, it becomes the teachers' Own

culture.' The initiative.for planning and carrying outinstructional work

then rests with teachers, but they are much more likely to incorporate-the

principal's perspective. This appro.:A to the job is similar 'to the task ,

of leaders of-many kinds of organizations (Selinick 1957, Peters and.

Waterman 1982)....

Research Implications

is discussion has proVided details about the complex nature of

secon ry schools, how loode the linkages are between teachers and .

adm and the difficultids a principal confronts in-using
,,

..; .1'21inkag improve instruction. 'H never, our argument has been largely

'-,spetulatiVe A raised issues hat require additional research. .First,,0

it is important to further clar ythenatuie Of linkages in schools. The

research in this area has been neven.- S )udies'haVe beenconducted on the
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distribution of authority and influence (Corwin, 1970), on,supervisiOn b-- -, . ,

i

principals (Dornbusch and Scott 1975) and on communication patterns (Lortie

1975, Little 1982). Research as alsO been..conducted on other

. bureaucratic linkages like grow ing practices (see Calfee andIrown 1979);

and still others like scheduling pradiices and resource flows shoul be

relatively easy to document. The most problematic tasks facing researchers

are to identify the nature of organizational cultures and to develop means

for comparing them in terms of content, means of denotation, and effective4

nesS as sourCes,of social constraint or obligation on individual behavior.

These tasks may require borrowing conceptualizations and techniques from

disciRlines or areas of inquiry not usually relied on in the study of

st4ols.

The second issue is to clarify the impact of school linkages on the

nature of instruction. To address this issue it will be necessary to
41.

identify the areas of,instruction that vary among teachers and schools.

There seem to be many, teaching activities, like lecturing and recitation,

that occur quite uniformly across schools and time (Sirotnik 1983,.Cuban

4
1982). Other, .important attitudes and activities, like -teacher expectations

.

for student performance or their allocation .of time in class,Ao'vary among

individual teachers and schools in ways that Influence instruction,

(Brookover et al. 1979). These should be the focus of attention for
a

future research. Whit has yet to be done is to identify whether tight

linkages affect the distribution of these attitudes avid activities.
;

Finally,it is important to explore how principals use linkages to.

change instructional piactice. Tod' much research;on principals has focused

on how personal attit es and traits affect behavior (Bridges 1982)..
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Little attention has been paid to the opportunities and constraints on

principal behavior created by the Organizational settings in which they

work. Research in this area should identify the organizational linkages

that are most susceptible to adjustment to the principal: For instance, .it

may be that certain norms of the professional iil-t-ureare established by

teachers and cannot be influenced by the principal. Yet principals may be

able to modify other linkages easily, it will also be important to learn

more about. how principals change these linkages.. Modifying organizational

cultures may not always be a straightforward task. Changing schedules or

grouping patterns may require negotiations with a variety of people.

Finally, research should examine how Ae multiple weak linkages accumulate,'

either cancelling uut or reinforcing each other, and how principals can

Inanipulatqthese linkages.

These issues carry methodological ak4ell as conceptual implications.

A full understanding of school linkages, the impact of linkages on instruc-

tion, and the role of the principal in using linkages to change

instructional practices requires a more intensive study of the.American

high school. The research effort needs to'move beyond the cross-sectional

survey approach that has dominated research on school'administration
.

. (Bridges. 1982). While there Will be a place for such studies in the.

future, researchers new need'to spend cOnsiderably'more time in schools. A

number of approaches, including observational, ethnographic, qualitative or

interpretative methods, can be. adopted as the means to focus attention on

. .

learning first-hand what is happening.in schools. These approaches allow

for ample exposure to school activities. Furthermore, research tile 'should.

be devoted. to learning. More about linkages, instructional practice's, and
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the impaCt of the principal on them. Three spe&fic methodological

implications have evolved from our thinking about these problems.

First, there is the need for thicker description of what life is

like in secondary schools (i.e., the linkage patterns) and how-principals

create or maintain some order and direction in that life. As Geertz (1973)

points out,

are ,present

given to actions by the various participants. It is those meanings that

it may be fairly simple to-describe the concrete actions that

. However, what is not as simple are the meanings that are

help determine both-the cultural and bureaucretic linkages in a school.. By

intensively studying events and behaviois and trying to understand how

principals, teachers, and students interpret them, we will have a better

understanding of the potential impact, the principal may have.
J

Second, linkage patterns and instructional practices in schools do not

just happen; they evolve over able. Consequently, methodologies must be

employed that emphasize an historical perspective. Such a perspective
.

allows one to follow the development of both linkakes and instructional

practices and to.unravel the. relationship between them. For example, there

are a number of ways that cultural linkages can develop (c.f., Clark-1970)

iischools. The school may have been established "de novo" with a clear

purpose in mind. The creation of magnet schools that focus on specific

subject areas are an example of this. Cultural linkages may also evolve
.

out of a crisis over a key event: A school may be floundering because

lack of direction. A consequent colliPse or common rallying point may be .

sufficient,to focus and redirect the efforts.of.the school. Yet another.

alternative is that a strolg leader takei charge and gradually tightens the

cultural linkages in the school. In all three cases, a look at current
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conditions would show evidence of tight cultural linkages.

Yet, ihout understanding the historical context, the detailed

relationship etween the culturel linkages and instructional practices would. .

be missing. The important point is.that research strategies need to emphasize

the exploration of past events and patterns of leadership to determine their

impact on present school conditions. The use of historical techniques to

uncover the development of cultural linkages has been almost entirely

overlooked by the research community. An emphasis.on describing and

'interpreting past events will help us better understand current situations :
and enable us to interpret the role that linkage 'mechanisms have played.

FinaIly,AMesearch-design,iust also be considered since design features

influence what is studied and how long it is studied. Here we can learn a
I

great deal from the shortcomings of effective schools research. Those

research designs have been faulted on a number of grounds (Rowan, et al.

1983, Ralph and ,Fennessey 1983). Two criticisms are salient. The first is

the vexing problem of causal ordering among variables. Do linkage

mechanisms impact. instruction or does fhstruction affect linkage patterns?

Designs must bp developed that disentangle that question. Intensive

observation over long periods of time, something missing from much of the

qualitative effective schools research, is one solution. Another way to

address the causal, ordering is through an historical understanding of the

people and events leading to present conditions: As Rowan et al. ,(1983)

suggest, it would also be'instructive to develop a design that focuses on

schools in transition, i.e., those currently in the process of moving from

loose to tight linkages. By following the changes in linkage patterns.over
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time, one can clearly assess their effects on instruction and the impact of

the principal:

An equally troubling design problem concerns generalization. Much of

the effective schools research has focused on the characteristics of a
.

narrow sample of unusually effective schools. The assumption has been made

that those findings can be applied to other kinds of schools. Similarly,

if tight Ainkages are associated with uniformity of Instruction, can it

also be argued that schools with loose linkages can change instruction

solely,by working on linkage mechanisms? Indeed, there may be some other

factors that are affecting instruction in these schools. The problem has a.

two part solution. First, it ismecessary.to understand what is important

about tight linkages in schools. Are they associated with uniformity of

instruction? This can best be done by learning from intensive ohiervation

in a small number of schools where tight linkages etist. Once, the

relationship has been established, it may prove useful to use a survey

approach to test wider applicability of the findings to'different types of

schools. The effective schools: research moved to prescriptron without

considering the second step, while the research proposed in this paper has

yet to fully address the first step.

Conclusion

Research on effective schools has promoted the view that schools can
.

be organized to improVe instruction and 'that principals have a key role to

play. Yet, that optimism for secondary schools muste tempered by,the

conclusion that they are loosely linked organilations where the impact of,

principals on instruction is limited: The ariument of this paper:: itithat
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cultural and bureanCratiC linkages independently and,interactively

Influence the quality, of instruction. Ways in which the principal can
%

effect these linkage patterns have also been explored. An adequate

understanding of the contribution o the secondary principal to the quality

of instruction rests.in a careful an ysis of cultural linkages and how

they interact with bureaucratic linkages.
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